WILD DIVISIONAL CARD
TRASH TALK
Four games on the schedule this weekend. No time
for chit chat about balls that are round,
whether large, as in the NBA, or small, like
MLB. This is Playoff Football baybee!
In order, we have these games:
Chefs at Texans: This looks to be a surprisingly
good game. Like the Skins in the other
conference, Houston is hard to read. On a late
roll. But they are4 on a roll with great defense
and a boring, if marginally competent offense.
That has been working for the Texans down the
stretch. The line seems to consistently be on
the Chefs. The real hesitation seems to be KC’s
quarterback, Alex Smith. So, okay, Smith is not
Joe Montana, but, then again, neither is Brian
Hoyer, of whoever Houston is sporting. Edge
Tejanos.
Steelers at Bengals: The matchup all the howling
jackals on ESPN are uniformly calling the best
of the playoffs. As usual, they are a bunch of
NFL league co-opted mouthpieces that make Edgar
Bergen and Charlie McCarthy look like pikers.
Especially twats like Chris (11 out of 12 balls)
Mortensen. Welp,back to the game, Cinci is a
minor favorite at home. But they are starting
Mr. AJ McCarron. Is that enough to squash Big
Ben and the Stillers? Yeah, not if.
Squawks at Teh Norske: Wowzah. I have no idea on
this, but a shocking lot of talking heads on
ESPN and whatnot are saying Minnesota has a real
chance and may well win this. As Lee Corso would
scream, not so fast! I will stick with Pete
Carroll and the Emerald City Boys, even if Beast
Mode is not in the mix. Squawks are on a roll,
and my bet is only Carolina or the Cards will
stop that roll. Hope I am wrong, but not betting
otherwise.
Pack at Skins: Probably the best game of the
weekend. Will Rahdgahs be Rodgers? Can the Pack

O-Line block, or would H and R do better? Is
there any secondary left for the Pack? I have no
clue. It is not a pretty picture in Title Town
right now. Yes, the Cheese are in the playoffs,
but as our greatest President, Jed Bartlett
said, “Boy, I don’t know”. On the other hand, I
liked Kirk Cousins from the get go. Before the
Cards collected up Carson Palmer, I actively
lobbied to have them trade some bullshit to Dan
Snyder to get Cousins. Ask Marcy, she will
confirm. But Shanahan was right about Cousins
being the man, and not RG III. You like that? I
do, and right now, if I had to put money down, I
would take the Skins, and that would be a fine
story. But my heart will always be made of
Cheese and my eyes filled with Geezers and
Starrs, of the Brett and Bart variety. I will
throw my sorry lot in with the Cheese, but the
Washington Professional Football Franchise has
been playing awfully well lately. This is a pick
em.
Music this fine weekend by the one and only,
dearly departed, Robet Palmer. Don’t kid
yourself, the dude and his band seriously
rocked. I wish there were words, but there are
not.

